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All About Formula One Racing Event
Weekends

The following paragraphs summarize the work of Formula One experts who are completely familiar with all the
aspects of Formula One. Heed their advice to avoid any Formula One surprises.
The Formula One racing World Championship season is held annually from early spring through fall. Races are
held at locations around the world but each race weekend follows the same pattern.
Each Formula One racing event is a three-day event held on a Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The exception to
this is at the Monaco Grand Prix. In Monte Carlo Friday practices are moved to Thursday. Each driver is allowed
two practices on Friday and one on Saturday. A team may use three drivers on Friday but only two cars.
Friday and Saturday mornings are designated as practice times in Formula One racing. The Practice sessions
are held prior to the start of qualifying sessions. Following the practice session a qualifying session is held. The
Formula One racing qualifying sessions are used to determine starting positions for the race. Multiple sessions
are run using a knockout system. Each round eliminates the slowest six drivers. The first six eliminated are the
final six in the starting line-up. The six eliminated in the next round are the second to final six and so on.
On race day the cars enter the track for a warm-up formation lap. Drivers use this lap to place their car in the
correct starting line-up position. If a driver is delayed because of equipment issues he may start the race from the
pit re-entry lane but only after all the other cars have passed.
See how much you can learn about Formula One when you take a little time to read a well-researched article?
Don't miss out on the rest of this great information.
In Formula One racing the race is started using a light grid installed about the starting line. The race itself is just
over 190 miles long. The number of laps required for a race varies by venue based on the length of the track. A
race may last for a maximum of two hours in Formula One racing. The average race is usually only about ninety
minutes long.
During the race drivers will return to the pit area for tire changes, re-fueling and equipment maintenance as
needed. Spectators are not allowed in the pit areas. Work is fast and furious while cars are in the pits and safety
is a top priority.
Spectators at Formula One racing events will notice the race marshals communicating with drivers using flags.
Drivers know the meaning of each flag. Some are used to indicate a safety issue on the track, others warn a
driver of unacceptable behavior. Most well known is the checkered flag that is waved when a race is completed.
At the conclusion of a race the top eight drivers and their teams receive points. In Formula One racing the
number of points received ranges from 10 to 1. The top driver and his team each receive 10 points, the number
two driver and his team each receive 8 points. Because each Formula One racing team is able to enter two cars
in a race, a team may earn points from two winning drivers. The top point earning driver and the top point earning
team are recognized at World Champions at the end of the Formula One racing season. The points won at each
Formula One racing weekend are important to the overall season results.
Formula One racing weekends are a fun-filled and exciting time for teams and spectators alike.
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